STUDENT STARTUPS

Part of the Coast Capital Savings Speaker Series and in partnership with SFU Beedie School of Business

Hear the stories of four SFU alumni who managed to start and run successful companies while still finishing their degrees. Learn what it took for them to take on the challenge and become a success before finishing university.

Speakers include:
- **Matias Marquez** (BBA) of Buyatab
- **Milun Tesovic** (BBA) of Metrolyrics (Acquired by CBS in 2011)
- **Howie Wu** (EMBA) of Layerboom (Acquired by Joyent in 2010)
- **Jordan Guiterrez** (BA) of Libreria Leo

Moderated by:
- **Michael Tran** (MBA and Current VC Client) of MLT Media

**October 7**
5:00-7:00 pm
**SFU Burnaby** - Halpern Centre #126